According to the dual process theory of habitua- (Davis & File, 1984). Whereas traditional lesion stimulation. According to the dual process theory of habittechniques allowed the localization of critical brain uation, a stimulus has both a response-decreasing, i.e., structures in some forms of associative learning habituating, as well as a response-increasing, i.e., sensitizing, influence on a behavior (Groves & Thompson, 1970).
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(e.g., Davis, 1984) , such techniques are not useful Our explanation of the present results is that startle amfor studying an intrinsic process. It is not possible plitude is reduced following repetitive stimulation because to lesion a certain brain area to abolish habituation it is mainly influenced by habituation; latency, however, without interfering with the sensorimotor response is shortened because it is mainly influenced by sensitizasystem itself (Davis, 1984) . New approaches are thus tion. ᭧ 1996 Academic Press, Inc.
needed to explain neural mechanisms of habituation in behaving animals.
It is possible that the careful measurement of parametric characteristics of the response during an 
